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ABSTRACT
Let H be a Hilbert space, L(H) the algebra of bounded linear operators on H and W ∈ L(H)
a positive operator. Given a closed subspace S of H, we characterize the shorted operator W/S
of W to S as the maximum and as the infimum of certain sets, for the minus order
−
≤. Also,
given A ∈ L(H) with closed range, we study the following operator approximation problem
considering the minus order:
min−
≤
{(AX − I)∗W (AX − I) : X ∈ L(H), subject to N(A∗W ) ⊆ N(X)}.
We show that, under certain conditions, the shorted operator of W/R(A) is the minimum of
this problem and we characterize the set of solutions.
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1. Introduction
The minus order was introduced by Hartwig [21] and independently by Nambooripad [29], in
both cases on semigroups, with the idea of generalizing some classical partial orders. In [5],
Antezana et al., extended the notion of the minus order to bounded linear operators acting
on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. In this case, if H is a Hilbert space and L(H) is the
algebra of bounded linear operators acting on H, for A,B ∈ L(H), A
−
≤ B (where the symbol
−
≤ stands for the minus order of operators) if the Dixmier angle between R(A) and R(B −A)
and the Dixmier angle between R(A∗) and R(B∗ −A∗) are less than 1, where R(T ) stands for
the range of the operator T. Independently, in [31] Sˇemrl gave another characterization of the
minus order, he showed that A
−
≤ B if and only if there are bounded (oblique) projections, i.e.
idempotents, P and Q such that A = PB and A∗ = QB∗. In [18], a new characterization of
the minus order for operators acting on Hilbert spaces was given in terms of the so called range
additivity property. Namely, it was proved that A
−
≤ B is equivalent to the range of B being the
direct sum of ranges of A and B −A and the range of B∗ being the direct sum of ranges of A∗
and B∗ −A∗, which generalizes previous results presented in [31]. This plays an equivalent role
to the rank additivity characterization when A and B are matrices [21, 26].
In [5] the notion of shorted operator appears in relation with the minus order. Given a closed
subspace S of H and W ∈ L(H) a positive operator, in 1947, Krein [23], proved the existence
of a maximum (with respect to the order induced by the cone of positive operators) of the set
M(W,S) = {X ∈ L(H) : 0 ≤ X ≤W and R(X) ⊆ S⊥}.
Krein used this extremal operator in his theory of extension of symmetric operators. Years later,
Anderson and Trapp [2] studying the same problem, called this maximum the shorted operator
of W to S (in the following denoted W/S) and showed interesting properties of this operator
and its connections with electrical circuit theory. The shorted operator have shown to be useful
in many applications [5], [32].
The pair (W,S) is said to be compatible if there exists a bounded linear (not necessarily
selfadjoint) projection Q onto S such that WQ is selfadjoint. Thus, if
P(W,S) = {Q ∈ L(H) : Q2 = Q, R(Q) = S, WQ = Q∗W},
then (W,S) is compatible if and only if P(W,S) is not empty. In [15], it was shown that there
exists a strong relationship between compatibility, the projections of P(W,S) and the shorted
operator W/S . Later, in [5], the notion of shorted operator was generalized to that of bilateral
shorted operator, for an operator W ∈ L(H) (not necessarly positive) and a pair of closed
subspaces. The proposed definition comes from the notion of weak complementability, which is
a refinement of a finite dimensional notion due to T. Ando [3]. In that paper, it was proven that
given an operator W ∈ L(H) positive and a closed subspace S, the shorted operator W/S was
the maximum of the set
M−(W,S) = {X ∈ L(H) : X
−
≤W, R(X) ⊆ S⊥, R(X∗) ⊆ S⊥}
with the minus order when the pair (W,S) is compatible. One of the goals of this paper is to
prove that the shorted operator is the maximum of the set M−(W,S) with the minus order if
and only if the operator W is compatible with the nullspace of W/S , N(W/S), which generalizes
the results given in [5].
Given W ∈ L(H)+ and A,B ∈ L(H) with closed ranges such that N(B) = N(A∗W ), in [10]
it was shown that, considering the order induced by the cone of positive operators,
W/R(A) = inf≤
X∈L(H)
(AXB − I)∗W (AXB − I).
Moreover, also in [10] it was proved the the minimum of the previous set exists if and only if
the pair (W,R(A)) is compatible.
In this work we study a similar problem considering the minus order: given W ∈ L(H) a
positive operator and A,B ∈ L(H) with closed ranges such that N(B) = N(A∗W ), we study
the existence of
min−
≤
X∈L(H)
(AXB − I)∗W (AXB − I), (1.1)
and its connection with the shorted operator.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, some characterizations of the compatibility of
the pair (W,S) are given. Also the concept of W -inverse of an operator A, and some properties
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are presented.
In section 3, we collect some useful known results about the minus order, and the connection
between compatibility and shorted operators is stated. Also, in this section we prove that the
shorted operator of W to S, denoted by W/S , is the maximum (in the minus order) of the set
M−(W,S) if and only if the pair (W,N(W/S )) is compatible.
In section 4, we study problem (1.1). We prove that W/R(A) is a lower bound for the set
{(AXB−I)∗W (AXB−I) : X ∈ L(H)} (in the minus order) if and only if the pair (W,N(W/S))
is compatible and in this case, under additional hypothesis, in particular, if W is injective, then
W/R(A) is the infimum of that set.
We also prove that W/R(A) is the minimum of the previous set if and only if the pair (W,R(A))
is compatible. Moreover, a characterization of the set of solutions is given in terms of the W -
inverses of A.
Motivated by the concepts of the left and the right star orders (see [8]), in section 5 we define
the left and right weigthed star orders on L(H). These are equivalent to the minus order, with
an additional condition on the angle between the ranges of the operators involved imposed by
some positive weight. The last part of the section is devoted to appplications. We apply the new
characterization of the weighted star order to systems of equations and least squares problems.
We also give some formulas for the compression WS = W −W/S of W to the range of the sum
of two closed range operators.
2. Preliminaries
In the following H denotes a separable complex Hilbert space, L(H) is the algebra of bounded
linear operators from H to H, and L(H)+ the cone of semidefinite positive operators. GL(H)
is the group of invertible operators in L(H), CR(H) is the subset of L(H) of all operators
with closed range. For any A ∈ L(H), its range and nullspace are denoted by R(A) and N(A),
respectively. Finally, A† denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of the operator A ∈ L(H).
Given two closed subspacesM and N of H,M+˙N denotes the direct sum ofM and N and
M⊖N =M∩ (M∩N )⊥. If H is decomposed as a direct sum of closed subspaces H =M+˙N ,
the projection onto M with nullspace N is denoted by PM//N , and the orthogonal projection
onto M is denoted PM = PM//M⊥ . Also, Q denotes the subset of L(H) of oblique projections,
i.e. Q = {Q ∈ L(H) : Q2 = Q}.
Given W ∈ L(H)+ and a closed subspace S of H, the pair (W,S) is compatible if there exists
Q ∈ Q with R(Q) = S such that WQ = Q∗W. The last condition means that Q is W -Hermitian,
in the sense that 〈Qx, y 〉W = 〈x,Qy 〉W , for every x, y ∈ H, where 〈 x, y 〉W = 〈Wx, y 〉 defines
a semi-inner product on H. Thus, if
P(W,S) = {Q ∈ L(H) : Q2 = Q, R(Q) = S, WQ = Q∗W},
then (W,S) is compatible if and only if P(W,S) is not empty.
The W -orthogonal companion of S is
S⊥W = {x ∈ H : 〈Wx, y 〉 = 0, y ∈ S}.
We will use that S⊥W = (WS)⊥ = W−1(S⊥).
The concept of compatibility between a positive operator W ∈ L(H) and a closed subspace S,
has proved to be useful in several applications such as approximation theory, signal processing,
among others, see for instance [12]-[17].
As it was proved in [15, Prop. 3.3], the compatibility of the pair (W,S) is equivalent to a
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decomposition of the space in terms of the subspace S and its W -orthogonal companion. This
is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Given W ∈ L(H)+ and a closed subspace S ⊆ H, the following conditions are
equivalent:
i) The pair (W,S) is compatible,
ii) H = S + S⊥W ,
iii) (W,S +N(W )) is compatible,
iv) H = S+˙ (S⊥W ⊖ S).
Suppose that the pair (W,S) is compatible and let N = S∩S⊥W , observe that N = S∩N(W );
we define the projection,
PW,S = PS//S⊥W⊖N .
The following theorem, proved in [7, Theorem 3.1], establishes conditions for the existence of
solutions of the equation AXB = C.
Theorem 2.2. Let A,B,C ∈ L(H). If R(A), R(B) or R(C) are closed, then the equation
AXB = C admits a bounded solution if and only if R(C) ⊆ R(A) and R(C∗) ⊆ R(B∗).
In [25] S. K. Mitra and C. R. Rao introduced the notion of W -inverse of a matrix, following
these ideas, in [9] this notion has been extended to linear operators as follows.
Definition. Given A ∈ CR(H), B ∈ L(H) and W ∈ L(H)+, X0 ∈ L(H) is a W -inverse of A in
R(B), if for each x ∈ H, X0x is a weighted least squares solution of Az = Bx, i.e.
‖AX0x−Bx‖W ≤ ‖Az −Bx‖W , for every x, z ∈ H.
When B = I, X0 is called a W -inverse of A, see [11]. The next theorem characterizes the
W -inverses.
Theorem 2.3. Given A ∈ CR(H), B ∈ L(H) and W ∈ L(H)+, the following conditions are
equivalent:
i) The operator A admits a W -inverse in R(B),
ii) R(B) ⊆ R(A) +R(A)⊥W ,
iii) the normal equation A∗W (AX −B) = 0 admits a solution.
In particular, the pair (W,R(A)) is compatible if and only if the normal equation A∗W (AX−I) =
0 admits a solution.
Proof. See [9, Theorem 2.4]
Theorem 2.4. Given A ∈ CR(H) and W ∈ L(H)+. If the pair (W,R(A)) is compatible then,
for X0 ∈ L(H), the following conditions are equivalent:
i) X0 is a W -inverse of A,
ii) (AX0 − I)
∗W (AX0 − I) = min≤
X∈L(H)
(AX − I)∗W (AX − I) = W/R(A),
iii) X0 is a solution of the normal equation A
∗W (AX − I) = 0.
Proof. See [9, Proposition 4.4].
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Section 3 is devoted to establish a link between the minus order and the shorted operator.
For this purpose, the concept of compatibility will be used.
3. Shorted operator, compatibility and minus order
Given a positive operator W ∈ L(H)+ and a closed subspace S ⊆ H the notion of shorted
operator of W to S, was introduced by M. G. Krein in [23] and later rediscovered by W. N.
Anderson and G. E. Trapp, who established a new characterization for this operator [1]. As it
was proved in [2], the set
M(W,S) = {X ∈ L(H) : 0 ≤ X ≤W and R(X) ⊆ S⊥}
has a maximum element, with respect to the order ≤, induced in L(H) by the cone of positive
operators. Then, the shorted operator of W to S is defined by
W/S = max≤ M(W,S).
The S-compression WS of W is the (positive) operator defined by
WS = W −W/S .
For many results on shorted operators, the reader is referred to [1] and [2]. Next we collect
some results regarding W/S and WS which will be useful in the rest of this work. If W ∈ L(H)
+,
W 1/2 denotes the (positive) square root of W.
Theorem 3.1. Let W ∈ L(H)+ and S ⊆ H a closed subspace. Then
i) W/S = inf≤ {E
∗WE : E ∈ Q, N(E) = S},
ii) W/S = W
1/2PW−1/2(S⊥)W
1/2,
iii) R(W ) ∩ S⊥ ⊆ R(W/S) ⊆ R(W
1/2) ∩ S⊥, and N(W/S) = W
−1/2(W 1/2(S)),
iv) W (S) ⊆ R(WS) ⊆W (S), and N(WS) = W
−1(S⊥).
The formula in ii) was stated by Pekarev, see [27]. The inclusions in iii) and iv) can be strict,
see [16].
Since the infimum appearing in i) of Theorem 3.1 is not attained, it is useful to establish a
condition when it is. This is given in the following theorem, see [15] and [16].
Theorem 3.2. Let W ∈ L(H)+ and S ⊆ H be a closed subspace. The following conditions are
equivalent:
i) The pair (W,S) is compatible,
ii) W/S = min {E
∗WE : E ∈ Q, N(E) = S},
iii) R(W/S) = R(W ) ∩ S
⊥ and N(W/S) = N(W ) + S.
If any (and then all) of the above conditions holds, then
W/S = W (I −Q), for any Q ∈ P(W,S).
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Minus order and compatibility
Different (but equivalent) definitions where given for minus order, for example, using generalized
inverses in the matrix case, see [24]. For operators A,B ∈ L(H), in [5], A
−
≤ B if the Dixmier
angle between R(A) and R(B −A) and the Dixmier angle between R(A∗) and R(B∗ −A∗) are
less than 1. In this work we give the following definition, equivalent to those appearing in [31]
and [18], where in [18, Theorem 3.3], a characterization of the minus order in terms of the range
additivity property is given.
Definition. ConsiderA,B ∈ L(H), we write A
−
≤ B if there exist (oblique) projections P,Q ∈ Q
such that A = PB and A∗ = QB∗.
The projections P and Q can be taken such that R(P ) = R(A) and R(Q) = R(A∗). It was
proven in [31] and [18] that
−
≤ is a partial order, known as the minus order for operators.
Theorem 3.3. Consider A,B ∈ L(H). Then the following assertions are equivalent:
i) A
−
≤ B,
ii) R(B) = R(A)+˙R(B −A) and R(B∗) = R(A∗)+˙R(B∗ −A∗).
The left minus order was defined in [18] for operators in L(H). Using Theorem 3.3, it is easy
to see that this notion is weaker than the minus order, in the infinite dimensional setting.
Definition. Consider A,B ∈ L(H), we write A − ≤B if R(B) = R(A)+˙R(B −A).
If R(B) is closed, the left minus order and the minus order are equivalent, in the sense that
A − ≤B if and only if A
−
≤ B, as shows the following result, see [18, Theorem 3.14].
Theorem 3.4. Let A,B ∈ L(H) such that A − ≤B. If R(B) is closed then R(A) and R(B−A)
are closed and A
−
≤ B.
Recall that M(W,S) = {X ∈ L(H) : 0 ≤ X ≤W and R(X) ⊆ S⊥}.
Lemma 3.5. Let W ∈ L(H)+ and S ⊆ H be a closed subspace. Then
i) M(W,N(W/S )) =M(W,S),
ii) W/S = W/N(W/S),
iii) W (N(W/S))
⊥ = W (S)⊥.
Proof. i) : The inclusion S ⊆ N(W/S) (see iii) of Theorem 3.1) implies thatM(W,N(W/S )) ⊆
M(W,S). To see the opposite inclusion, take X ∈ M(W,S), then 0 ≤ X ≤ W/S . In this case,
applying Douglas’ theorem [19], R(X1/2) ⊆ R(W
1/2
/S ) ⊆ R(W/S) = N(W/S)
⊥. But, R(X) ⊆
R(X1/2) and then X ∈ M(W,N(W/S)).
ii) : Using item i), we have that
W/N(W/S) = max≤ M(W,N(W/S)) = max≤ M(W,S) = W/S .
iii) : It follows from item ii) that WS = WN(W/S) so that, from iv) of Theorem 3.1,
W (N(W/S))
⊥ = N(WN(W/S)) = N(WS) = W (S)
⊥.
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The next result shows that the inequality W/S
−
≤ W is equivalent to the range inclusion
R(W/S) ⊆ R(W ) and also to a compatibility condition.
Proposition 3.6. Let W ∈ L(H)+ and S ⊆ H be a closed subspace. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent:
i) W/S
−
≤W,
ii) the pair (W,N(W/S )) is compatible,
iii) H = N(W/S) +N(WS),
iv) R(W/S) ⊆ R(W ).
Proof. i)⇔ ii) : Suppose that W/S
−
≤W, then there exists E ∈ Q with R(E∗) = R(W/S), such
that
W/S = E
∗W = WE.
Then (I − E∗)W = W (I − E) and R(I − E) = N(W/S) Hence, the pair (W,N(W/S )) is
compatible.
Conversely, suppose that the pair (W,N(W/S)) is compatible. Let Q ∈ P(W,N(W/S )) then
by Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.5,
W (I −Q) = W/N(W/S) = W/S ,
and W/S
−
≤W.
ii)⇔ iii) : By Theorem 2.1, (W,N(W/S)) is compatible if and only if
H = N(W/S) +N(W/S)
⊥W = N(W/S) + S
⊥W = N(W/S) +N(WS),
where we used Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.1.
i)⇔ iv) : Suppose that W/S
−
≤W , applying Theorem 3.3, we have that R(W/S) ⊆ R(W ).
Conversely, suppose that R(W/S) ⊆ R(W ), then R(W ) = R(W/S) +R(WS).
To see that R(W/S) ∩R(WS) = {0}, consider x ∈ R(W/S) ∩ R(WS). Since R(WS) ⊆ R(W ),
it follows from iii) of Theorem 3.1 that R(W/S) = W ∩ S
⊥. Then there exists y such that
x = Wy and x ∈ S⊥. Also, from iv) of Theorem 3.1, x ∈ W (S) so that there exists a sequence
{sn}n∈N ⊆ S such that Wsn →
n→∞
x. In this case 0 = 〈x, sn 〉 = 〈 y,Wsn 〉 →
n→∞
〈 y, x 〉 . Hence,
0 = 〈 y, x 〉 = ‖W 1/2y‖2, and then W 1/2y = 0 and x = Wy = 0. Therefore R(W ) = R(W/S) ∔
R(WS), and applying Theorem 3.3, it follows that W/S
−
≤W.
Corollary 3.7. Let W ∈ L(H)+ and S ⊆ H be a closed subspace. Then the pair (W,S) is
compatible if and only if W/S
−
≤W and W 1/2(S) is closed in R(W 1/2).
Proof. If (W,S) is compatible then, by Theorem 3.2, N(W/S) = S +N(W ). By Theorem 2.1,
(W,N(W/S)) is also compatible. Applying Proposition 3.6, it follows that W/S
−
≤W.
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Also, (W,S) is compatible if and only if H = S +W−1(S⊥) and applying W 1/2 to both sides
of the equality, we get
R(W 1/2) = W 1/2S⊕(W 1/2S)⊥∩R(W 1/2) ⊆W 1/2S∩R(W 1/2)⊕(W 1/2S)⊥∩R(W 1/2) ⊆ R(W 1/2).
Therefore, W 1/2S = W 1/2S ∩ R(W 1/2), so that W 1/2(S) is closed in R(W 1/2). See also, [16,
Proposition 3.8].
Conversely, suppose that W/S
−
≤W and W 1/2(S) is closed in R(W 1/2). Then, by Proposition
3.6, the pair (W,N(W/S )) is compatible. But, by Theorem 3.1,
N(W/S) = W
−1/2(W 1/2(S) ∩R(W 1/2)) = W−1/2(W 1/2(S)) = S +N(W ).
Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, the pair (W,S) is compatible.
The shorted operator can also be characterized as the maximum of certain set when the minus
order is considered. More precisely, for W ∈ L(H)+ and S ⊆ H a closed subspace, define
M−(W,S) = {X ∈ L(H) : X
−
≤W, R(X) ⊆ S⊥, R(X∗) ⊆ S⊥}.
In [24], Mitra proved (for matrices in Cm×n) that the shorted operator is the maximum of the
set M−(W,S), where the partial ordering is the minus order. In [5], Antezana et al. proved a
similar result for operators when the pair (W,S) is compatible. The next results generalize this
fact.
Lemma 3.8. Let W ∈ L(H)+ and S ⊆ H be a closed subspace. Then
M−(W,N(W/S)) =M
−(W,S).
Proof. Since S ⊆ N(W/S), then N(W/S)
⊥ ⊆ S⊥ and M−(W,N(W/S)) ⊆M
−(W,S).
On the other hand, let X ∈ M−(W,S), then X
−
≤W and so, by Theorem 3.3, R(X) ⊆ R(W ).
Therefore, if R(X) ⊆ S⊥ then W−1(R(X)) ⊆W−1(S⊥) = W−1(N(W/S)
⊥). Then
W (W−1(R(X))) ⊆ N(W/S)
⊥,
but W (W−1(R(X))) = R(X) ∩ R(W ) = R(X). Hence, R(X) ⊆ N(W/S)
⊥. Analogously,
R(X∗) ⊆ N(W/S)
⊥, because, since W is positive, X
−
≤ W implies that X∗
−
≤ W . Therefore
M−(W,S) ⊆M−(W,N(W/S)).
Theorem 3.9. Let W ∈ L(H)+ and S ⊆ H be a closed subspace. Then the pair (W,N(W/S))
is compatible if and only if
W/S = max−
≤
M−(W,S).
Proof. Suppose the pair (W,N(W/S )) is compatible. By Proposition 3.6, W/S
−
≤ W. By
Lemma 3.5, W/S = W/N(W/S), therefore R(W/S) = R(W/N(W/S)) ⊆ N(W/S)
⊥. Hence W/S ∈
8
M−(W,N(W/S )).
On the other hand, given X ∈ M−(W,N(W/S)), from X
−
≤W, there exists E ∈ Q such that
X = EW. Let Q ∈ P(W,N(W/S )) then by Theorem 3.2, W/N(W/S) = W (I −Q). The inclusion
R(X∗) ⊆ N(W/S)
⊥ = R(Q)⊥ = N(Q∗), implies that Q∗X∗ = 0, or equivalently X(I −Q) = X.
Then
X = X(I −Q) = EW (I −Q) = EW/N(W/S) = EW/S .
In a similar way, there exists a projection F such that X∗ = FW/S . Therefore X
−
≤W/S .
Then, by Lemma 3.8,
W/S = max−
≤
M−(W,N(W/S)) = max−
≤
M−(W,S).
Conversely, if W/S = max−
≤
M−(W,S), in particular W/S
−
≤W, and by Proposition 3.6, the
pair (W,N(W/S)) is compatible.
4. Shorted operator characterizations and the minus order
Let W ∈ L(H)+ and A,B ∈ CR(H) such that N(B) = R(A)⊥W .
In [10, Proposition 3.1] it was proved that the infimum (in the order induced by the cone of
positive operators) of the set {(AXB − I)∗W (AXB − I) : X ∈ L(H)} exists and
inf≤
X∈L(H)
(AXB − I)∗W (AXB − I) = W/R(A). (4.1)
Also in [10, Theorem 3.2], it was proved that the minimum of this set exists if and only if the
pair (W,R(A)) is compatible.
In this section, we study a similar problem considering the minus order: for W ∈ L(H)+ and
A,B ∈ CR(H), analyze the existence of
min−
≤
X∈L(H)
(AXB − I)∗W (AXB − I). (4.2)
Problem (4.2) can be restated as a minimization problem with a constraint. In fact, problem
(4.2) is equivalent to the following problem: analize the existence of
min−
≤
X∈L(H)
(AX − I)∗W (AX − I) subject to N(A∗W ) ⊆ N(X).
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Proposition 4.1. Let A,B ∈ CR(H) and W ∈ L(H)+ such that N(B) = R(A)⊥W . Then the
shorted operator W/R(A) is a lower bound for {(AXB − I)
∗W (AXB − I) : X ∈ L(H)} if and
only if the pair (W,N(W/R(A))) is compatible.
In this case, if R(A) +R(A)⊥W is closed, then
W/R(A) = inf−
≤
X∈L(H)
(AXB − I)∗W (AXB − I).
Proof. Let X ∈ L(H), then
F (X) := (AXB − I)∗W (AXB − I) = W/R(A) + (AXB − I)
∗WR(A)(AXB − I).
By Lemma 3.5, we have that W/N(W/R(A)) = W/R(A) and N(W/R(A))
⊥W = R(A)⊥W .
Suppose the pair (W,N(W/R(A))) is compatible, let Q ∈ P(W,N(W/R(A))), then
F (X)(I −Q) = W/R(A)(I −Q) + (AXB − I)
∗WR(A)(AXB − I)(I −Q) = W/R(A),
where we used that R(Q) = N(W/R(A)), then W/R(A)(I − Q) = W/R(A), and the facts that
R(I −Q) = N(Q) ⊆ N(W/R(A))
⊥W = R(A)⊥W = N(B) and N(WR(A)) = R(A)
⊥W . Therefore
F (X)(I −Q) = W/R(A) = (I −Q
∗)F (X), for every X ∈ L(H).
Then
W/R(A)
−
≤ F (X), for every X ∈ L(H).
Hence, W/R(A) is a lower bound for {F (X) : X ∈ L(H)}.
Conversely, supposeW/R(A) is a lower bound for {F (X) : X ∈ L(H)}, in particular W/R(A)
−
≤
W, and by Proposition 3.6, the pair (W,N(W/R(A))) is compatible.
Finally, suppose that (W,N(W/R(A))) is compatible and R(A) + R(A)
⊥W is closed. Then
R(A)+N(B) is closed and by [22, Corollary 2.5] R(BA) is closed. Also, since N(B) = N(A∗W ),
we have that N(BA) = N(A∗WA). Therefore R(A∗W 1/2) ⊆ R(A∗WA) = R(A∗B∗) =
R(A∗B∗). Then, by Theorem 2.2, there exists X0 ∈ L(H) such that W
1/2AX0BA = W
1/2A.
Then R(A) ⊆ N(W 1/2(AX0B − I)) = N(F (X0)), or equivalently
R(F (X0)) ⊆ R(A)
⊥.
Let D ∈ L(H) be any lower bound for {F (X) : X ∈ L(H)}, then
D
−
≤ F (X), for every X ∈ L(H).
In particular, D
−
≤ W. Since D
−
≤ F (X0), by Theorem 3.3, R(D) ⊆ R(F (X0)) ⊆ R(A)
⊥. From
D
−
≤ F (X0) and the fact that F (X0) is positive we get that D
∗
−
≤ F (X0). Therefore, in the
same way as before, we get R(D∗) ⊆ R(A)⊥. Then D ∈ M−(W,S) and since (W,N(W/R(A)))
is compatible, by Theorem 3.9, D
−
≤W/R(A).
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For example, if W is injective, then W/R(A) = inf−
≤
X∈L(H)
(AXB − I)∗W (AXB − I). In fact, if
W is injective and the pair (W,N(W/R(A))) is compatible, by Theorem 2.1, H = N(W/R(A))∔
W−1(N(W/R(A))
⊥) = N(W/R(A))∔W
−1(R(A)⊥), and since R(A) ⊆ N(W/R(A)), it follows that
R(A)∔W−1(R(A)⊥) is also closed and by the last theorem we get the result.
The next proposition shows that the minimum of (4.2) in the minus order is W/R(A) if and
only if the pair (W,R(A)) is compatible. First, we need the following lemma which shows that
when W/R(A) is in the image of the function G(X) = (AX − I)
∗W (AX − I), the pair (W,R(A))
is compatible. For its proof, we follow the same ideas as in [9, Theorem 3.2].
Lemma 4.2. Let A ∈ CR(H) and W ∈ L(H)+, there exists X0 ∈ L(H) such that
W/R(A) = (AX0 − I)
∗W (AX0 − I),
if and only if the pair (W,R(A)) is compatible.
Proof. Suppose that W/R(A) = (AX0 − I)
∗W (AX0 − I), for certain X0 ∈ L(H). Writing W =
W/R(A) +WR(A), it follows that
W/R(A) = (AX0 − I)
∗W (AX0 − I) = W/R(A) + (AX0 − I)
∗WR(A)(AX0 − I),
because R(A) ⊆ N(W/R(A)). Therefore
(AX0 − I)
∗WR(A)(AX0 − I) = 0, or, equivalently, W
1/2
R(A)
(AX0 − I) = 0.
Then, by iv) of Theorem 3.1,
R(AX0 − I) ⊆ N(WR(A)) = W
−1(R(A)⊥), or W (R(AX0 − I)) ⊆ R(A)
⊥ ∩R(W ).
Then
R(W/R(A)) = R((AX0 − I)
∗W (AX0 − I)) ⊆ (AX0 − I)
∗(R(A)⊥ ∩R(W )) = R(A)⊥ ∩R(W ),
because A∗(R(A)⊥) = 0. Then, by iii) of Theorem 3.1, R(W/R(A)) = R(A)
⊥ ∩R(W ).
Also x ∈ N(W/R(A)) if and only if W
1/2(AX0− I)x = 0, or equivalently (AX0− I)x ∈ N(W ).
In this case x ∈ N(W ) +R(A), and then again applying iii) of Theorem 3.1,
N(W/R(A)) = N(W ) +R(A).
Therefore R(W/R(A)) = R(A)
⊥ ∩R(W ) and N(W/R(A)) = N(W ) +R(A) and by Theorem 3.2,
the pair (W,R(A)) is compatible.
Conversely, if the pair (W,R(A)) is compatible, by Theorem 3.2, W/R(A) = W (I − Q) =
(I −Q)∗W (I −Q), for any Q ∈ P(W,R(A)). Consider X0 = A
†Q, then AX0 = Q and F (X0) =
W/R(A).
We denote Sp, for some 1 ≤ p <∞, the p-Schatten class, see [30]. Let W ∈ L(H)
+, such that
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W 1/2 ∈ Sp for some 1 ≤ p <∞, in the following we define
‖X‖p,W = ‖W
1/2X‖p,
for any X ∈ L(H). For A,B ∈ CR(H) such that N(B) = R(A)⊥W , the next proposition,
shows the equivalence between the existence of minimum of problem (4.2) and the existence of
min
X∈L(H)
‖AXB − I‖p,W .
Proposition 4.3. Let A,B ∈ CR(H) and W ∈ L(H)+ such that N(B) = R(A)⊥W . Then the
following are equivalent:
i) W/R(A) = min−
≤
X∈L(H)
(AXB − I)∗W (AXB − I),
ii) the pair (W,R(A)) is compatible,
iii) W/R(A) = min≤
X∈L(H)
(AXB − I)∗W (AXB − I).
If W 1/2 ∈ Sp for some 1 ≤ p <∞, conditions i), ii) and iii) are also equivalent to
iv) ‖W
1/2
/R(A)‖p = minX∈L(H)
‖AXB − I‖p,W .
Proof. i) ⇔ ii) : Suppose the pair (W,R(A)) is compatible. Then, by Theorem 2.1 and The-
orem 3.2, N(W/R(A)) = R(A) + N(W ) and the pair (W,N(W/R(A))) is compatible. Thus, by
Proposition 4.1, W/R(A) is a lower bound for {F (X) : X ∈ L(H)}, where F (X) := (AXB −
I)∗W (AXB − I). It remains to see that there exists X0 ∈ L(H) such that W/R(A) = F (X0).
Let Q ∈ P(W,R(A)), then by Theorem 3.2, W/R(A) = (I − Q)
∗W (I − Q). Observe that
R(W 1/2Q) = R(W 1/2A). On the other hand, since B ∈ CR(H) and N(W 1/2Q) = N(WQ) =
N(Q∗W ) = W−1(N(Q∗)) = W−1(R(Q)⊥) = R(A)⊥W = N(B), we have that R(Q∗W 1/2) ⊆
N(W 1/2Q)⊥ = N(B)⊥ = R(B∗). Then, by Theorem 2.2, there exists X0 ∈ L(H), such that
W 1/2AX0B = W
1/2Q. Thus
(AX0B − I)
∗W (AX0B − I) = (I −Q)
∗W (I −Q) = W/R(A),
and W/R(A) ∈ {F (X) : X ∈ L(H)}. Hence,
W/R(A) = min−
≤
X∈L(H)
F (X).
Conversely, suppose W/R(A) = min−
≤
X∈L(H)
F (X). Then, there exists X0 ∈ L(H), such that
(AX0B − I)
∗W (AX0B − I) = min−
≤
X∈L(H)
F (X) = W/R(A).
Then, by Lemma 4.2, the pair (W,R(A)) is compatible.
ii)⇔ iii) and ii)⇔ iv) : follow from the fact that N(B) = N(A∗W ) and [10, Theorem 4.3].
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Proposition 4.4. Let A,B ∈ CR(H) and W ∈ L(H)+ such that N(B) = R(A)⊥W and the pair
(W,R(A)) is compatible. Then, for X0 ∈ L(H), the following conditions are equivalent:
i) (AX0B − I)
∗W (AX0B − I) = min−
≤
X∈L(H)
(AXB − I)∗W (AXB − I) = W/R(A),
ii) A∗W (AX0B − I) = 0,
iii) X0B is a W -inverse of A.
Proof. The equivalence between i), ii), iii) follows from the fact that X0 ∈ L(H) satisfies
(AX0B − I)
∗W (AX0B − I) = min−
≤
X∈L(H)
(AXB − I)∗W (AXB − I) = W/R(A) if and only if
X0 satisfies (AX0B − I)
∗W (AX0B − I) = min≤
X∈L(H)
(AXB − I)∗W (AXB − I) = W/R(A) (see
Proposition 4.3) and [10, Theorem 3.2].
5. Weighted star order and applications
In [20], Drazin introduced the star order on semigroups with involutions and in [8], Baksalary
and Mitra defined the left and right star orders on the set of complex matrices. Later, Antezana
et al. studied the star order on the algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert space [4].
Given A,B ∈ L(H), the star order A
∗
≤ B, the left star order A ∗ ≤B and the right star
order A ≤ ∗ B are defined, respectively, by A
∗
≤ B if A∗A = A∗B and AA∗ = BA∗; A ∗ ≤B if
A∗A = A∗B and R(A) ⊆ R(B) and A ≤ ∗ B if AA
∗ = BA∗ and R(A∗) ⊆ R(B∗).
If A,B ∈ L(H), then A
∗
≤ B if and only if there exist orthogonal projections P,Q such that
A = PB and A∗ = QB∗, see [4, Proposition 2.3].
Observe that A
∗
≤ B if and only A
−
≤ B, R(B − A) ⊆ R(A)⊥ and R(B∗ − A∗) ⊆ R(A∗)⊥.
More generally, given a positive operator W, we now introduce the weighted star order, which is
the minus order with an additional condition on the angle between the ranges of the operators
involved, imposed by the weight W.
Definition. Given A,B ∈ L(H) and W ∈ L(H)+, we say A ∗W ≤B if A − ≤B and R(B−A) ⊆
R(A)⊥W .
Analogously, we say A ≤ ∗W B if A ≤ − B and R(B
∗ −A∗) ⊆ R(A∗)⊥W .
Finally, we say A
∗W
≤ B if A ∗W ≤B and A ≤ ∗W B.
Proposition 5.1. Let A,B ∈ L(H) and W ∈ L(H)+, then A ∗W ≤B if and only if R(B) =
R(A)∔R(B −A) and A∗WA = A∗WB.
Proof. Suppose that R(B) = R(A) ∔ R(B − A) and A∗WA = A∗WB, then by the definition
of − ≤ , A − ≤B and since A
∗WA = A∗WB it follows that R(B −A) ⊆ N(A∗W ) = R(A)⊥W ,
then A ∗W ≤B.
Conversely, if A ∗W ≤B, then A − ≤B, or R(B) = R(A)∔R(B −A), and since R(B −A) ⊆
R(A)⊥W = N(A∗W ), we have A∗WA = A∗WB.
Proposition 5.2. Let W ∈ L(H)+, then the relations ∗W ≤ , ≤ ∗W and
∗W
≤ are partial orders.
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Proof. Observe that ∗W ≤ , ≤ ∗W and
∗W
≤ are clearly reflexive and also antisymmetric, because
−
≤, ≤ − and − ≤ are antisymmetric (see [18, Proposition 3.11]).
Finally, if A ∗W ≤B and B ∗W ≤C, then A − ≤B and it follows that R(A) ⊆ R(B), therefore
R(W 1/2A) ⊆ R(W 1/2B). Also A∗WA = A∗WB, so that W 1/2A ∗ ≤W
1/2B. In the same way
W 1/2B ∗ ≤W
1/2C, then since ∗ ≤ is transitive, W
1/2A ∗ ≤W
1/2C and therefore A∗WA =
A∗WC. On the other hand, if A ∗W ≤B and B ∗W ≤C, then A − ≤B and B − ≤C, and since
− ≤ is transitive (see [18, Proposition 3.11]), we also have that A − ≤C. Then, by Proposition
5.1, A ∗W ≤C and the relation ∗W ≤ is a partial order. In a similar way, it can be proven that
∗W
≤ , ≤ ∗W are transitive.
Lemma 5.3. Let A, B ∈ L(H) and W ∈ L(H)+, such that N(W ) ∩ R(A) = {0} and the pair
(W,R(A)) is compatible. Then the following are equivalent:
i) A ∗W ≤B,
ii) R(A) ⊆ R(B) and A = PW,R(A)B.
iii) R(A) ⊆ R(B) and A∗WA = A∗WB.
Proof. i)⇒ ii) : Suppose A ∗W ≤B, then R(B) = R(A)∔R(B−A) and R(B−A) ⊆ R(A)
⊥W =
N(PW,R(A)), therefore R(A) ⊆ R(B). Hence 0 = PW,R(A)(B − A) = PW,R(A)B − A = 0 and
A = PW,R(A)B.
ii) ⇒ iii) : Suppose R(A) ⊆ R(B) and A = PW,R(A)B. Then R(B − A) ⊆ N(PW,R(A)) ⊆
R(A)⊥W = N(A∗W ), therefore A∗WA = A∗WB.
iii) ⇒ i) : Suppose R(A) ⊆ R(B) and A∗WA = A∗WB. The inclusion R(A) ⊆ R(B) is
equivalent to R(B) = R(A) +R(B −A), see [6, Proposition 2.4].
On the other hand, from A∗WA = A∗WB, it follows that R(B −A) ⊆ N(A∗W ) = R(A)⊥W .
Finally, if y ∈ R(A) ∩R(B −A), then there exists x, z ∈ H such that
y = Ax = (B −A)z.
Multiplying the last equation by A∗W, we get
A∗WAx = A∗W (B −A)z = 0,
then WAx = 0, so that Ax ∈ R(A) ∩ N(W ) = {0}, hence y = Ax = 0 and R(B) = R(A) ∔
R(B −A). Then A ∗W ≤B.
A similar result can be stated for ≤ ∗W .
Corollary 5.4. Let A ∈ CR(H), B ∈ L(H) and W ∈ L(H)+ such that N(W ) ∩ R(A) = {0},
N(W )∩R(A∗) = {0} and the pairs (W,R(A)) and (W,R(A∗)) are compatible. Then the following
are equivalent:
i) A
∗W
≤ B,
ii) A∗ = PW,R(A∗)B
∗ and A = PW,R(A)B,
iii) AWA∗ = BWA∗ and A∗WA = A∗WB.
Proof. Straightforwards.
Theorem 5.5. Let A,B ∈ L(H) such that R(A+B) is closed and C ∈ L(H). Let W ∈ L(H)+
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such that (W,R(A + B)) is compatible, W 1/2 ∈ Sp for some 1 ≤ p < ∞, and A ∗W ≤A + B.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
i) X0 ∈ L(H) satisfies
‖(A+B)X0 − C‖p,W = min
X∈L(H)
‖(A+B)X − C‖p,W ;
ii) X0 ∈ L(H) satisfies


‖AX0 − C‖p,W = min
X∈L(H)
‖AX − C‖p,W
‖BX0 − C‖p,W = min
X∈L(H)
‖BX − C‖p,W .
Proof. First observe that if R(A + B) is closed and A ∗W ≤A + B, by Proposition 5.1 and
Corollary 3.4, we have A∗WB = 0 and A
−
≤ A+B.
Now, suppose item i) holds, then by [9, Theorem 4.5], X0 is a solution of
(A∗ +B∗)W ((A+B)X − C) = 0.
Therefore, R(W (A+B)X0 − C) ⊆ N(A
∗ +B∗) = N(A∗) ∩N(B∗), because A
−
≤ A+B. Then
A∗W ((A+B)X0 − C) = B
∗W ((A+B)X0)− C) = 0,
and since A∗WB = 0, it holds that
A∗W (AX0 − C) = B
∗W (BX0 − C) = 0,
or equivalently by [9, Theorem 4.5], X0 ∈ L(H) satisfies


‖AX0 − C‖p,W = min
X∈L(H)
‖AX − C‖p,W
‖BX0 − C‖p,W = min
X∈L(H)
‖BX − C‖p,W .
Conversely, suppose item ii) holds, then by [9, Theorem 4.5], X0 is a solution of the system
{
A∗W (AX − C) = 0
B∗W (BX − C) = 0,
therefore, since A∗WB = 0, we have (A∗ + B∗)W ((A + B)X0 − C) = A
∗W (AX0 − C) +
B∗W (BX0 − C) = 0. Then X0 is as solution of (A
∗ + B∗)W ((A + B)X − C) = 0 and by [9,
Theorem 4.5], we have item i).
Corollary 5.6. Let A,B ∈ L(H) such that R(A+ B) is closed. Let W ∈ L(H)+ such that the
pair (W,R(A+B)) is compatible and A ∗W ≤A+B. Then X0 is a W -inverse of A+B in R(C)
if and only if X0 is a W -inverse of A in R(C) and a W -inverse of B in R(C),
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, X0 is W -inverse of A+B in R(C) if and only if X0 is a solution of
(A∗ +B∗)W ((A+B)X − C) = 0,
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if and only if, by the proof of Theorem 5.5, X0 is a solution of the system
{
A∗W (AX − C) = 0,
B∗W (BX − C) = 0,
or equivalently, again by Theorem 2.3, X0 is a W -inverse of A in R(C) and a W -inverse of B in
R(C).
Corollary 5.7. Let A,B ∈ L(H) with R(A+B) closed. Let W ∈ L(H)+ such that (W,R(A+B))
is compatible and A ∗W ≤A+B. Then
WR(A+B) = WR(A) +WR(B).
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.3, for C = I, that (W,R(A+B)) is compatible if and only if
there exists X0 such that
(A∗ +B∗)W ((A+B)X0 − I) = 0. (5.1)
By Corollary 5.6, this is equivalent to
{
A∗W (AX0 − I) = 0,
B∗W (BX0 − I) = 0.
(5.2)
On the other hand, by Theorem 2.4, equation (5.1) and (5.2) are equivalent to the equalities
W/R(A+B) = ((A+B)X0 − I)
∗W ((A+B)X0 − I),
W/R(A) = (AX0 − I)
∗W (AX0 − I) and W/R(B) = (BX0 − I)
∗W (BX0 − I).
But, using the fact that A ∗W ≤A+B, it follows that
W/R(A+B) = ((A+B)X0 − I)
∗W ((A+B)X0 − I) =
= (AX0 − I)
∗W (AX0 − I) + (BX0 − I)
∗W (BX0 − I)−W = W/R(A) +W/R(B) −W.
Therefore,
WR(A+B) = WR(A) +WR(B).
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